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editor’s note: most likely PC users die younger
because of frustration, anxiety and wasted time
waiting for system crash recovery. sps

Report: Apple, Beatles Close
to iTunes Deal
11.27.06 - Jim Dalrymple - MacCentral

T

he Beatles’ noticeable absence from
Apple’s iTunes Store could soon be a thing
of the past if a report in Fortune proves to
be correct. The Time Warner-owned business
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ge may just be a number, but for the
Mac market, it’s a fact of life according to
Metafacts. A recent report from the market research firm says that nearly half of Apple’s
customers are 55 or older.
If true, Metafacts’ contention that 46 percent
of Apple customers are at least 55 years old
would run contrary to the company’s image as
a hip purveyor of cutting edge products. The
figure would also stand in stark contrast to the
perceived popularity of products like the iPod
among younger generations.
For its part, Apple disputes Metafacts’ claim.
“MetaFacts data is incorrect,” Apple spokesperson Bill Evans told Macworld. “Our customer
data shows that only around 20 percent of Mac
users are over the age of 55. The Mac is more
popular than ever, and we are thrilled that our
products appeal to people of age 1 to 100.”
The same Metafacts report also says that 25.2
percent of PC users are over the age of 55.
The report, which focuses on mobile computing data, says that in Apple households,
more than half (52 percent) of the personal
computers are notebooks. This compares to
16.1 percent for HP/Compaq and 46.1 percent
for Dell.
“Apple can claim long-time loyalists, but its
future among the young technoliterati is an
interesting dynamic,” said Dan Ness, principal
at MetaFacts. “Gateway has the lead among the
18 to 24 year olds, with a higher-than-average
share of U.S. homes’ primary PC users falling
into this age group.”
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12.01.06 - Jim Dalrymple - MacCentral

magazine is reporting that Apple is close to a deal
for putting the British rock group’s music catalog
online. What’s more, Fortune reports, Apple could
be on the verge of becoming the exclusive online
source for Beatles downloads for a limited time.
If the deal comes to pass, it would be quite a
coup for Apple. Not only would it mark the longawaited arrival of the Beatles in the online music
market, it would also be a significant accomplishment given Apple’s oft-tumultuous relationship
with the music group’s business arm, Apple
Corps, over the years.
“It would certainly be a trophy,” said Ross Rubin, director of analysis at market-research firm NPD Group.
“[Steve] Jobs has publicly professed his admiration
for the Beatles and their music. This is the kind of fan
base that really leads to a lot of possibilities.”
According to the report, Apple Computer and Apple
Corps were hoping to announce the deal with the Nov.
21 debut of Love, the band’s newest release, but details
of the arrangement could not be finalized in time.
Quoting an industry executive, Fortune said the
two parties still have to work out exclusivity rights for
iTunes and the amount of money Apple will put upfront to get the music. There are also discussions on
whether Beatles music can be used in a commercial.
Apple declined comment on the Fortune report.
“We don’t comment on rumors and speculation,”
a spokesperson said.
It comes as somewhat of a surprise that Apple
Corps would use iTunes to make the Beatles’ music
available for download. Earlier this year, the company lost a lawsuit against Apple in which it had
accused the computer maker of breaking a 1991
agreement by using the Apple logo to sell musicrelated products such as the iPod and iTunes.
However, when it comes down to a business
deal of this magnitude, Rubin said both sides want
what’s best for their respective bottom lines.
Even though the two sides have met in court
several times, the truth is their interests really are
aligned here,” Rubin said. “iTunes is the market
leading product compatible with the market
leading player. Putting aside any history, if you’re
going to move into a medium, you want to the
most impact and iTunes is where it is.”
The ruling in the lawsuit is under appeal, but that
could be abandoned if the two companies finalize
an agreement to bring the Beatles to iTunes.
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Research Firm Says Apple
Has an Age-old Concern
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Leopard Begins to Show its Spots
12.10.06 - Remy Davison - Insanely Great Mac

M

acShrine reports that Apple has begun
seeding Leopard (OS 10.5) build # 9A326.
Cupertino is reportedly finishing off development and, presumably, features are being
locked in. Leopard will be feature-rich, as the WWDC
preview this year promised, but Steve Jobs has also
kept some features up his sleeve until Vista hits the
streets – this month for MS enterprise customers
and at the end of January for consumers.
The article’s report on the latest builds shows
that Boot Camp 1.2 is included with the OS
software, but appears to be the same as the current 1.2.2 beta. Spotlight has a new ‘meta-search’
feature, while Safari 3.0’s RSS support has been
improved, including listening to Podcasts within
a browser. Boot time is also improved. A major
feature boost comes with TextEdit, which can
import/export Word 2007 documents.
On the hardware front, Leopard will be able to
use flash as temporary memory (as can Vista).
Analysis: Booting off flash, as some Classic Mac
OS models could do, would be useful - far quicker
than using a DVD or CD.

Do 802.11n Chips in Macs
Microsoft: 1 million Zune sales Signal New Wireless?
2
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12.07.06 - Elizabeth Montalbano - MacCentral

M

icrosoft has predicted it will sell 1 million
Zune devices in its first six months, a figure
that would be more than Zune’s chief rival
iPod sold in its first 14 months but a relatively slow
start for the much-hyped MP3 device.
Since its retail debut on November 15, customer
interest in Zune has been lackluster, analysts report,
and the company’s projections for sales of the device are conservative. By contrast, Apple Computer
Inc. will likely sell about 25 million iPods over the
same period according to financial analysts, though
the company only sold 600,000 iPods in the first 14
months of availability.
Mike McGuire, a Gartner research vice president,
said he was surprised Microsoft is expecting to sell
so few Zunes in the first six months, given that the
market for iPod and MP3 devices is thriving. On the
other hand, “it’s a decent objective,” he said.
“I was expecting a more aggressive goal,” McGuire said. “But even though it’s conservative it’s
going to be tough [to make that goal].”
McGuire cited the fact that Microsoft is only
offering one version of the device and the rapid
nature of the media-player market, which is moving forward with new, cutting-edge devices all the
time, as challenges for the vendor.
Microsoft’s achievements with Zune will depend on
how successfully it builds a community around the
product with its Zune Marketplace software and
online store, as well as how quickly it can upgrade
the initial Zune device with new features and models, McGuire said.
Zune is in a distinctly different position than
iPod was at its launch. IPods could only be used
with Apple’s Macintosh computers, which have a
significantly smaller market share of the desktop
computer market than Windows machines, the
platform for Zune. In October 2001, when iPod
was released, Apple PC market share was about 2.4
percent. And iPod was an unproved device, one of
the first of its kind in a market that Apple ostensibly
created, whereas Zune has the benefit of entering a
thriving market.
Of course, iTunes software for iPods now runs
on millions of Windows PCs in addition to Macs.
To date, Apple has sold more than 67 million iPods,
and should sell about 82 million by the end of the
year. The company has several versions of the iPod
— the video iPod, the iPod nano and the iPod shuffle — in various sizes and colors. There are also an
extensive array of accessories available for iPods.
Microsoft’s 30G-byte Zune costs US$249.99, the
same price as the
video iPod, but it’s
different from the
iPod in two key ways.
Zune includes an FM
tuner and wireless
capability that allows
users to share songs
between devices.

12.11.06 - Glenn Fleishman - glenn@tidbits.com
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tests and certifies Wi-Fi-marked equipment, to
ensure interoperability within a few months of
that point in time - almost certainly before June
2007. This interim certification program would
give some market stability while the standard
moves toward expected full completion by
early 2008.
Upping the hype was a recent announcement
by Qualcomm on the same day it acquired MIMO
pioneer Airgo. Airgo’s MIMO chips incorporated
many principles of 802.11n and helped set the
direction of 802.11n. Qualcomm said that Airgo was
announcing the “availability” of Draft 2.0-compliant
chips. Through interviews later, the company clarified that, first, “available” meant “in real quantities
for producing devices after March 2007;” and,
second, that “Draft 2.0 compliant” meant that at
this stage in the game, all the parameters that
might be in Draft 2.0 are known, and Qualcomm’s
new division claimed to have all those parameters
in their chips. This is a more reasonable statement,
because even with many technical comments left
to be resolved by the task group, it’s a manageable
pile with probable outcomes.
More interesting, however, is Qualcomm’s
claim that they also support Draft 1.0, which
could mean that Qualcomm would have Draft
N devices that would prevent even gear made
with other companies’ chips from a kind of obsolescence when real Draft 2.0 devices ship.
For Apple to include Draft N silicon now is
therefore baffling, with the only chipmaker
pretending to have something that resembles
Draft 2.0 not available for manufacturing
products until the second quarter of 2007. I
could see them adding MIMO as an overlay on
802.11g, which is rather typical in many products now, and waiting until at least early 2007
for a certified draft version of 802.11n.
If Apple chooses to enable the Draft N features
when the iTV media adapter ships in early 2007,
there’s no guarantee that future Draft N chips
would have full backward compatibility with what
they ship. While many people compare the early
release of Draft N devices with 802.11g, which appeared in equipment from Apple, Linksys, and others several months before its ratification, 802.11g
was past Draft 5.0 when the first chips shipped,
and had only minor changes after that point. And
even those changes prevented interoperability
of 802.11g equipment from different firms using
the same wireless chips initially; Apple released
something on the order of six firmware upgrades
between AirPort Extreme’s shipping date and
802.11g’s final approval at the IEEE.
Apple often pushes the envelope, but if it
proves true that they’re this far out ahead, they
might be tearing that envelope.
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hortly after the new MacBook Pro with the
Intel Core 2 Duo processor was released,
a MacRumors.com forum member took
a close look and found, among other revised
specifications, an 802.11n chipset from Atheros.
Earlier, another MacRumors.com forum member wrote about finding a Broadcom 802.11n
adapter in the Core 2 iMacs.
802.11n is a wireless-networking standard still
in formation at the IEEE, an engineering standards body. The 802.11n standard will supersede,
but will be backwards compatible with, 802.11b
(which Apple calls AirPort) and 802.11g (AirPort
Extreme), both of which are part of Wi-Fi. (Wi-Fi
itself is a mark that indicates a piece of hardware
has been tested for interoperability and for
meeting specific tests.)
Although 802.11b runs at 11 Mbps and the
802.11g specification runs at 54 Mbps, those
are raw network speeds, which include all the
networking overhead that enables chunks of
data to be wrapped up into packets and sent
over the air, including the bits used when radios
interact. 802.11b really produces about 5 Mbps
of throughput, and 802.11g, without a host of
proprietary extensions that some manufacturers
include, hits about 25 Mbps of real throughput.
By contrast, 802.11n will be available in raw
speeds from 150 Mbps to 600 Mbps; real world
throughput will start at 100 Mbps and is expected to reach 300 to 450 Mbps in the most
expensive devices with all the optional bells
and whistles. 802.11n also requires MIMO (multiple-in, multiple-out) antenna arrays that have
been in products for a couple of years. MIMO
antennas dramatically increase network range
and improve throughput at shorter ranges.
The problem with Apple’s apparent inclusion of 802.11n at this point in time is that no
standard exists. Several chipmakers decided in
early 2006 to release silicon based on the first
working draft, called Draft 1.0, from 802.11’s Task
Group N, the group deliberating on the standard. Draft 1.0 appeared after more than a year
of horse trading and even the near dissolution
of the task group, which could have thrown the
wireless networking world into slight disarray.
But Draft 1.0 is just what is sounds like: a draft.
This Draft 1.0 silicon may be rather different
from the final standard. And there’s no guarantee
that hardware upgrades for any so-called “Draft N”
equipment sold this year will work with the final,
approved standard - or even with future drafts!
(Asus is the only company to offer a guarantee of
replacement hardware, but not until 2008, when
a final standard is expected.) That is, Draft N chips
released now might work with each other (that’s
not guaranteed, and is considered one of the current big drawbacks), but they might not interact
with future, true 802.11n devices at speeds faster
than the fallback of 802.11g.
Right now, Draft 2.0, incorporating hundreds
of technical comments on the first draft, is expected in January 2007 with approval in March
2007. This draft would then serve as the basis
of a plan by the Wi-Fi Alliance, the group that

Apple releases AirPort update
12.14.06 - Jim Dalrymple - MacCentral

A

pple on Wednesday released an update
to its wireless networking system, AirPort.
The update improves compatibility in
the MacBook Pro (15-inch Core 2 Duo), MacBook
Pro (17-inch Core 2 Duo) and the MacBook (13inch Core 2 Duo). There were no other notes or
explanations on what was specifically fixed. The
update can be downloaded via Software Update
in Mac OS X or from Apple’s Web site.

New Type of Memory Chip
May Replace Flash, HDD
... vulnerable to
password-stealing attack
11.22.06 - Robert McMillan - IDG News Service

A

flaw in Mozilla’s Firefox browser makes
it easy for cybercriminals to steal user
information on Web sites where users
create their own pages, such as MySpace.com.
The flaw lies in Firefox’s Password Manager
software, which can be tricked into sending
password information to an attacker’s Web
site, said Robert Chapin, president of Chapin
Information Services. For this attack to work,
attackers need to be able to create HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) forms on the Web
site, something that is allowed on blogging
and social networking sites.
The attack was used in a MySpace phishing
attack reported in late October. In that attack,
users registered a MySpace account named
login_home_index_html and used it to host a
fake log-in page that exploited the flaw.
This page sent MySpace username and
password information to another Web site,
and MySpace users who visited the page using
Firefox could have easily had their information
compromised, said Chapin.
Firefox developers rate this bug critical, according to an entry in the project’s Bugzilla
database. The bug affects versions on all operating systems, according to the report.
The flaw arises because Firefox’s Password
Manager does not perform a thorough
enough check when it is deciding whether to
send password information, and then does not
ensure that password information is being sent
to the server that requested it, Chapin said. In
the MySpace attack, for example, Firefox would
check to see if the form was coming from the
MySpace.com domain, but did not make sure
that the password information was being sent
back to a MySpace server.
“From a programming point of view, this is
almost like a typo,” he said. “Ironically I think
that’s why it hasn’t been discovered until now.
It was just way too obvious.”
Chapin has posted an analysis of this type of
attack, which he has dubbed a Reverse CrossSite Request, as well as a demonstration of how
it works.
Microsoft Corp.’s Internet Explorer (IE) is also
susceptible to these type of attacks because,
like Firefox, it does not ensure that password
information is being sent to the same server
that requests it, Chapin said.
But IE is less likely to be tricked because it
does a more thorough job in checking to see
where the log-in form is coming from before
it automatically submits password and user
information, he added.

11.11.06 - Dan Nystedt, IDG News Service - MacCentral
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lash memory and hard-disk drives could face
a challenge from a new chip technology,
dubbed phase-change memory, being developed by a group of companies led by IBM.
The companies on Monday announced the
results of their latest research into the technology, which they say will do a better job of storing
songs, pictures and other data on iPods and digital cameras than current flash memory, and could
someday replace disk drives.
Among the advances, the companies have built
a prototype device that runs 500 times faster than
today’s flash memory while using half as much
power to write data to a memory cell, they said.
The circuits on the device are much smaller
than those on today’s flash chips, measuring
just 3 by 20 nanometers, and show that, unlike
flash, phase-change memory will be suitable
for production on the advanced manufacturing
techniques targeted for use in 2015, the companies said. A nanometer is a billionth of a meter.
The progress came partly from the development
of a new material to build the memory chips, a germanium alloy to which the researchers added other
elements to enhance its properties. The companies
have applied for a patent for the material, they said.
Besides IBM, the developers include Qimonda AG,
the DRAM spin-off from Infineon Technologies AG,
and Taiwan’s Macronix International. They plan to
discuss their findings at the Institute of Electronics and Electrical Engineer’s 2006 International
Electron Devices Meeting in San Francisco later
this week.
It’s the kind of breakthrough that people look
forward to in the IT industry, although end users
will have to be patient before it finds its way into
products. It could take several more years for the
technology to be developed sufficiently for use in
finished products.
Still, phase-change memory appears promising.
The chips would be a new type of non-volatile
memory, which is memory that can hold its electrical charge — and its data — after devices are
turned off. Flash is also non-volatile, but phasechange memory can hold its electrical charge better than flash and use it more efficiently, its backers
say.
Flash also faces a roadblock in the future. As engineers make chip circuits more tiny, the circuits
leak more power and ultimately lose their ability
to store data after being turned off. The size limit
appears to be around 45 nm, although it will still
be years before the flash industry starts using
such tiny production technologies.
Phase-change memory can be scaled down to 22
nm, or far smaller than flash memory, the researchers developing it say. It also appears able to be more
durable than flash, whose memory cells start to
break down after 100,000 rewrites.
While its prospects appear bright, the technology
faces several hurdles. New chip designs must be
relatively easy to manufacture, and they need to be
cost-effective enough to attract device makers.
Rambus faced this issue when its chips failed
to overtake DRAM as the main memory type for
PCs several years ago, despite having the back-

ing of Intel. The problem, some companies
said, is that the chips was were too costly to
produce — although Rambus vehemently
disagrees with this.
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For more information and graphic illustrations
visit the IBM website at:

www-03.ibm.com/press/us/en/pressrelease/
20744.wss

Apple Retailers Show 25%
are ‘Switchers’
12.12.06 - Remy Davison - Insanely Great Mac

A

ppleInsider reports that a survey of 20
Apple Specialist retailers suggests that
up to 25% of consumers who purchasing computers at the stores are new to the Mac
platform. The trend is attributed largely to interest
generated by the iPod, as well as the dual-boot
capabilities afforded by Boot Camp.
The survey was undertaken by Gene Munster
of Piper Jaffrey, who used Value-Added Retailers
(VARs) as the basis for the data. No Apple Retail
Stores were used for the survey. Apple has previously claimed that, according to its Store data,
40-50% may be new to Mac.
Munster argues that, as the VARs tend to service professional and long-term customers, they
give a good insight into the number of new customers. He concludes that 25% is a high number,
as he states in a note to clients which detailed the
survey’s findings this week.
Most VARS are also anticipating a good quarter
this Xmas, according to Munster’s survey. 60% of
VARs expect sales to increase in the December
quarter in comparison with September. iMac and
MacBook are the biggest sellers.
Munster himself is expecting a decrease in Mac
sales (1%) in the current quarter. Supplies of Macs
to VARs are ‘solid’, while iPod availability has been
‘patchy’, with Shuffle and Nano in shortest supply.
This suggests that Apple has either been hoarding stock for its own Retail and online Stores, or
iPods, as is usual over the Xmas buying season,
has become scarce.
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Help Me, Rhonda, Help, Help me...
11.21.06- Remy Davison - Insanely Great Mac

A

ppleInsider reports that Apple’s in-store Macs
are about to get a makeover. Christened
‘Rhonda’, the new software assistant will be on
the desktop. Users can click on a part of the screen,
alerting the nearest sales person to come to assist
the shopper.
Another enhancement Apple is adding to its in-store
Macs is the Two-Minute Test Drive’, which will give
potential purchasers a quick overview of OS X, which
includes a short Microsoft Word demo.
A third innovation,
known as ‘Talk Mac’,
seems to be directed
primarily at switchers. Potential buyers
can either book in an
hour to chat to a Mac
specialist or just drop
in and pick up a ‘Talk
Mac’ card to schedule
an appointment. The aim here seems to be to personalize the shopping experience by making the
sales person the shopper’s personal Mac guide.
Analysis: We’re not sure it’s bound to be a hit
with sales people, but it’s an incentive – we hope
– in terms of the sales person getting commission
if they meet certain targets.

notMac Challenge Hopes to
Spur Free .Mac Alternative
12.12.06 - Peter Cohen - MacWorld

I

nspired by onMac.net’s Windows XP on Intel
Mac challenge that spurred enterprising
experts to try to get Windows working on
Intel-based Macs before Apple’s Boot Camp and
Parallels Desktop came to the fore, J. Kent Pepper
has begun the notMac Challenge.
“I’m starting the notMac Challenge to encourage the development of an easy-to-use
replacement for Apple’s dotMac service,” Pepper
explained.
“Since Apple started charging for dotMac, I’ve
spent $495 on membership. That seems kind of
steep since all the dotMac features I use most
could be accessed using my own server. Much
of the required code already exists but requires
a very high degree of technical proficiency to
execute.”
Pepper is encouraging like-minded users who
are interested in a free alternative to Apple’s .Mac
service to contribute
to the prize pool.
Pepper will match the
first $10,000.

33% of US Teens Own iPods

Apple patent could point to
iPhone

12.09.06 - Remy Davison - Insanely Great Mac

11.30.06 - Jim Dalrymple - MacCentral

C

|net News reports that American teenagers
spend up to 72 hours per week using media,
including cell phones, MP3 players, TVs and
video games, according to the Harrison Group’s
Teen Trend Survey 2006.
One of the most popular devices among kids
aged 13–18 is – unsurprisingly - Apple’s iPod. 33%
of teens surveyed said they owned an iPod. Given
that there are over 25 million people in this age
group in the US, this means about 8.5 million iPods are in teens’ hands, a rise of 1% over 2003.
This demographic also has a high disposable
income, according to the survey, spending some
$195 billion on clothes, cars, cell phones and other
consumer goods.
Other interesting ‘facts’ include: love of music
is high amongst this group - second only to
love of friends and higher than love of family.
Apparently.
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lieves that Apple’s pricing plan will make sure
that won’t happen.
“My sense is that they
are going to price it so
they capture more of the
market,” said Kay. “If you
just want an MP3 player,
buy an iPod; but if you
want more you can get
the new device.”
According to a report on Bloomberg, Apple’s
application describes a “tube-like” device made
using zirconia and alumina and that would be
“cost effective, smaller, lighter, stronger and
aesthetically more pleasing than current” designs.
With Macworld Expo just around the corner,
Kay characterized the chances of getting an
iPhone-like device as being “a pretty good
bet.”
ed. note: images borrowed from the iPhone iSpoof Art Show.
www.gizmodo.com/gadgets/iphone/the-iphone-ispoof-artshow-123832.php
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patent application filed by Apple has fueled
speculation that the company is readying
an iPhone device
that would extend the life
of the iPod and allow the
company to branch off in a
new direction.
“Everyone had already
triangulated that this was
likely — it makes a lot of
sense,” Roger Kay, president of the market-research firm Endpoint Technologies, told Macworld.
If Apple does decide to step
into the phone market, they
will face much stiffer competition than they are used to with
MP3 players. However, Kay feels
that it’s a market that Apple has
to get into as a preemptive play,
if nothing else.
“I actually think it’s a good defensive play for
them,” said Kay. “The only market larger than
computers is the phone market. Phone companies
have the potential to eat the media player market,
so Apple can’t leave that base uncovered.”
Entering the market gives Apple a new direction
to take its device strategy, but will adding another
iPod sacrifice its already lucrative business? Kay be-
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